Most studies have explored the evolution of plasticity when the environment, and there-13 fore the optimal trait, varies in time or space. When the environment varies in time and 14 space we show that genetic adaptation to temporal fluctuations depends on the between-15 generation autocorrelation in the environment in exactly the same way that genetic adap-16 tation to spatial fluctuations depends on the probability of philopatry. This is because 17 both measure the correlation in parent-offspring environments and therefore the effective-18 ness of a genetic response to selection. If the capacity to genetically respond to selection 19 is stronger in one dimension (e.g. space) then plasticity mainly evolves in response to 20 fluctuations in the other dimension (e.g. time). If the relationship between the envi-21 ronments of development and selection are the same in time and space then the evolved 22 plastic response to temporal fluctuations is useful in a spatial context and genetic differ-23 entiation in space is reduced. However, if the relationship between the environments of 24 development and selection are different then the optimal level of plasticity is different in 25 the two dimensions. In this case the plastic response that evolves to cope with temporal 26 fluctuations may actually be maladaptive in space. This can result in the evolution of 27 hyperplasticity or negative plasticity, the effects of which are mitigated by spatial genetic 28 differentiation. However, genetic differentiation acts in opposition to plasticity resulting 29 in counter-gradient variation. These results highlight the difficulty of making space-for-30 time substitutions in empirical work but identify the key parameters which need to be 31 measured in order to test whether space-for-time substitutions are likely to be valid. 32 Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of a single genotype to produce different phenotypes 34 when exposed to different environmental settings. It is a ubiquitous feature of organ-35 isms (West-Eberhard, 2003; Pigliucci, 2001) that can be broadly divided into adaptive 36 and non-adaptive categories (Ghalambor et al., 2007). Adaptive plasticity arises as an 37 evolved 'active' response to environmental fluctuations that allows organisms to produce 38 phenotypes better matched to their environment. It remains the focus of much empirical 39 work and studies continue to be published that give new insights and provide pivotal tests 40 of key ideas (Dey et al., 2016; Huang and Agrawal, 2016; van Buskirk, 2017). This em-41 pirical work is supported by a large body of theoretical work that has either considered 42 scenarios where the environment fluctuates in time in a single population, or in space 43 across multiple populations connected by migration. In the absence of intrinsic costs 44 to plasticity, and when the environment of development (the environmental variable that 45 induces the plastic response) is a perfect predictor of the environment of selection (the en-46 vironmental variable that determines the optimal trait value), perfect plasticity is known 47 to evolve (Via and Lande, 1985). In this scenario, plasticity allows organisms to perfectly 48 adjust to environmental conditions and any genetic differentiation in time or space is lost.
Introduction
We consider a population composed of an infinite number of islands of infinite size, all 146 of which exchange migrants at the same rate m. Islands differ in two environmental 147 variables, one of which is a cue responsible for the plastic development of a trait (environ-148 ment of development) and the other determines the selective consequences of expressing 149 a particular trait value (environment of selection). In addition to spatial variation, both 150 environmental variables fluctuate stochastically over time within each island according to 151 an autoregressive process. 152 The order of events in the population is 1) fertilisation, 2) development, 3) selection, (1)
The intercept represents the component of the individual's phenotype that is fixed across where intercept A represents the optimal phenotype in the reference (average) environ-167 ment, and slope B the environmental sensitivity of the optimal phenotype (Chevin et al.,
. 169 We assume that the environmental variables can be decomposed into separable space-170 time processes of the form (for the environment of development)
where D denotes the grand mean, D i the deviation of island i from the grand mean 
184
The fitness of an individual on island i at time t is described by two independent 185 Gaussian fitness functions. For the trait, the optimum of the fitness function is θ z it and 186 its width is ω z . For the slope, the optimum of the fitness function is 0 and its width is ω b 187 such that the absolute magnitude of plasticity is costly (van Tienderen, 1997; Lande, 2014; 188 Kuijper and Hoyle, 2015) and can be thought of as a maintenance cost (DeWitt et al.,
). Under this model, the strength of stabilising selection acting on the phenotype is
where P zz it is the phenotypic variance on island i at time t. Likewise the strength of stabilising selection acting on the slope is 192 In what follows it will be useful to express migration by its opposite, the probability 193 of philopatry; α I = 1 − m. We choose this symbol due to its analogy with the temporal 194 autocorrelation parameter α T , and note that the correlation between D i (or S i ) of parents 195 and offspring is α I in the same way that the correlation between D t (or S t ) of parents and 196 offspring is α T . We refer to α I and α T collectively as PO-regressions, which can clearly be 197 different in time and space. The correlation between D i·t (or S i·t ) of parents and offspring 198 is zero (i.e. α I·T = 0), because the deviations are unique to a specific generation and 199 place, and so it is not possible to adapt to this source of variation. In the SI we discuss to be different for the two environmental variables because it would then depend on both 208 dispersal distance and the spatial autocorrelation in the environment, which may differ 209 between the environments of development and selection. In the SI we discuss the likely 210 effect of assuming D t and S t have the same autocorrelation.
211
Equilibrium Conditions
212
We are interested in obtaining equilibrium distributions for the mean intercept and slope 213 on each island at each time (ā it andb it ). However, it is not possible to get analytical 214 solutions for the model without making some additional assumptions and approximations.
215
Throughout, we assume that γ z it is constant in time and space (and therefore denoted as 216 γ z ). This latter approximation will hold if there is weak selection and/or if variation in 217 the slopes is small. We also assume that variation in the mean slope over time within an 218 island is small, which will be true if G bb is small and/or temporal fluctuations are weak 219 and not strongly autocorrelated. We relax these assumptions in a simulation model to 220 assess the robustness of our conclusions.
221
As with the environmental variables we can write the mean reaction norm components 222 as (for the intercept):
At equilibrium, we find the time-averaged mean intercept in island i is
where g I = The time-averaged mean slope in island i is
Equation 6 includes a term for the covariance between the mean intercept and the
where g T = α T G aa γz α T G aa γz+(1−α T ) and has the same form as g I .
234
To obtain solutions for this system of equations, we also need expressions forā andb, 235 which are the expectations of Equations 5 and 6 over islands. In both cases, we can take a order expansion is exact. For the mean slope, an exact expression is not obtainable and 238 so we use a second order approximation (Tufto, 2000) . The solutions to these equations 239 are given in the results.
240
Simulations 241 To test how accurate our approximations are, we simulated the process for 15,000 gener-242 ations using a population of 1,000 islands. The first 5,000 generations were discarded to 243 allow the process to reach equilibrium. A range of parameter values were used and are 244 detailed in the results section and SI. The simulation was written in R and the code is 245 available in the SI.
246

Results
247
When solving Equation 5 with respect to the mean environment of development, the 248 grand mean intercept is
Substituting Equation 8 into 5, and solving forā i yields
where the shortfall of the plasticity-induced phenotype from the optimum (the term in 251 square brackets) is weighted by the capacity to genetically track changes in the optimum 252 through space (g I ).
253
Expressions for the mean slope and island slope deviations, and consequently island 254 intercept deviations (Equation 9), are extremely complex and therefore only explored 255 graphically. Before discussing them, it will be instructive to explore the solutions when 256 it to evolve to an equilibrium, but once at equilibrium spatial and temporal fluctuations 258 are negligible. The mean slope is then
and spatial differentiation in the slope disappears, such thatb i = 0 ∀ i. Equation 10 260 shows that the effects of spatial and temporal variation on the evolution of plasticity are 261 symmetric, and that steeper slopes are favoured when the cost of plasticity is small, the 262 capacity to genetically track environmental change is low and cue reliability is high. The 263 role of variation specific to a time and place also has the same form, but because these 264 fluctations are uncorrelated between generations g I·T is effectively zero. At the extreme, 265 when κ I = κ T = κ I·T and there is no cost to plasticity (γ b = 0), the mean slope is equal to 266 Bκ (the DO-regression; Gavrilets and Scheiner, 1993), but becomes shallower as the cost 267 increases and the capacity to genetically track environmental change becomes stronger.
268
Under the same limit, G bb → 0, the temporal covariance between the mean intercept and 269 the environment of selection is given as
Tufto (2015) in our models, and note that α τ T is equivalent to κ T under this scenario, Equation 11 274 becomes equivalent to that in Tufto (2015, Equation 4c ). The spatial covariance between 275 the intercept and the environment of selection has the same form,
adaptation (Blanquart et al., 2012) .
278
In the following graphical exploration of the solutions (where G bb does not tend to zero) 279 we focus primarily on spatial patterns rather than temporal patterns because they have 280 been the focus of more empirical work. However, given the symmetrical effects of time and 281 space the results can be directly applied to temporal patterns (Grether, 2005) . In addition,
282
we assume σ 2 D I·T = σ 2 S I·T = 0 for ease of interpretation. If fluctuations specific to a time 283 and place did exist, the plastic slope would be pulled toward κ I·T because it is not possible 284 to genetically track these fluctuations. Figure 1 In the SI we give a comprehensive assessment of how robust our approximations are, but 339 here we simply choose to show how robust our G bb → 0 approximation for the mean 340 plasticity is across a range of migration rates and strengths of selection on the phenotype, 341 retaining the assumption that σ 2 D I·T = σ 2 S I·T = 0. The parameter values that were chosen 342 are the most extreme in terms of breaking our assumptions. In our simulations, we assume 343 G bb to be equal to G aa , rather than approaching 0.
344
The accuracy of our approximation is unlikely to be a monotonic function of the width 345 of the fitness function on the phenotype (ω z ). When ω z is small, the strength of selection 346 on the phenotype is strong and so γ z it is not constant, as we assume, because ω 2 z does not 347 dominate P zz it . However, this also induces a cost to plasticity in extreme environments 348 because P zz it contains the term (G bb + E bb )D 2 it . This results in the slope being more 349 constant in time and space and therefore closer to our assumptions. As a consequence, we Hyperplasticity in space implies that the regression of the plasticity-induced phenotype 358b D i on the environment of selection S i is steeper than B. If D i and S i were the same 359 environmental variable this definition reduces tob > B as in (Scheiner and Holt, 2012) .
360
Retaining the assumption that fluctuations specific to a time and place are zero, and 361 assuming B to be positive, the condition for hyperplasticity to occur is
where r I = κ I σ D I σ S I is the spatial correlation between the environments of development and 363 selection and must lie between −1 and 1. This equation tells us that spatial hyperplasticity 364 is more likely to occur when genetic tracking is harder in time than in space (g T < g I ), 
which implies κ T and κ I must have different signs, and the temporal association between 375 the environments of selection and development is strong relative to the capacity to adapt in 376 time. Switching the subscripts I and T gives the equivalent expressions for hyperplasticity 377 and negative plasticity in time (Grether, 2005) . In Figure 4 , two hypothetical scenarios 378 are illustrated where the conditions for hyperplasticity and negative plasticity are met. show that the spatial and temporal parameters have a symmetric effect on mean plasticity and c) demonstrates what happens when the spatial parameters are allowed to vary but the temporal parameters are fixed (κ T = 0.5, α T = 0.5 and σ 2 D T = 1). How genetic tracking in space (the between island covariance between the intercept and the environment of selection) depends on the PO-regressions and DOregressions are shown in d) and e) respectively. f) shows how genetic tracking in space depends on spatial parameters when temporal parameters are fixed. The remaining fixed parameter values are A = 0, B = 1, G aa = E aa = 1, G bb = E bb = 0, ω z = 1, ω b = 3, σ 2 D T = σ 2 D I = σ 2 S T = σ 2 S I = 1 and S i = 0. From the assumption that environmental fluctuations specific to a time and place are zero, σ 2 D I·T = σ 2 S I·T = 0. Whenever constant, κ I = 0.5, κ T = 0.8, α I = 0.5 and α T = 0.5. Figure 3 : Mean plasticity (b) in stochastic simulations with 1,000 islands over 10,000 generations. A single simulation, represented by a single dot, was conducted for each of 100 migration rates (1 − α I ), for four different strengths of stabilising selection on the phenotype (ω z ; small values indicate stronger stabilising selection), given by the different colours. The number in parentheses is the average value of ω z scaled by the withinpopulation phenotypic variance. For comparison with the simulations, expected mean plasticities obtained using the approximation G bb → 0, where γ z is set to E[γ z it ], are shown for each strength of stabilising selection and calculated assuming no variance in slopes (dashed line) or a third-order Taylor expansion in D it (solid line). Parameter values were set to α T = 0.5, σ 2 D T = σ 2 S T = σ 2 D I = σ 2 S I = 1, A = 0, B = 1, G aa = E aa = G bb = E bb = 1, κ T = −0.8, κ I = 0.8 and ω b = 3. From the assumption that environmental fluctuations specific to a time and place are zero, σ 2 D I·T = σ 2 S I·T = 0. S I = 1. b) shows that when both the DO-regression coefficient and the environmental variances are greater in time (κ T = 2 and σ 2 D T = σ 2 S T = 2) than in space (κ I = 0.8 and σ 2 D I = σ 2 S I = 0.05), plasticity can evolve to values that overshoot the optimum. In both cases, if the rate of philopatry is high enough (α I = 0.99), subpopulations can genetically track spatial fluctuations to counteract the effects of plasticity. The remaining fixed parameter values are A = 0, B = 1, G aa = G bb = E aa = E bb = 1, ω z = 1, ω b = 3, α I = 0.99 and α T = 0.5. From the assumption that environmental fluctuations specific to a time and place are zero, σ 2 D I·T = σ 2 S I·T = 0.
